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1.0 OVERVIEW

This Technical Memorandum provides a brief summary of the algorithm that was developed for
production of watershed precipitation-frequency (PF) relationships and uncertainty bounds for
synoptic scale Mid-Latitude Cyclone (MLC) and Tropical Storm Remnant (TSR) storm types. These are
storms characterized by low to moderate precipitation intensities extending over very large areas that
can generate large total precipitation amounts over several days. The 48-hour duration is typically
selected as the key duration which is representative of the time period when the majority of
precipitation occurs for these synoptic scale storms. This algorithm utilizes stochastic generation
methods for simulation of multiple storms per sample year from which the annual maximum
watershed precipitation is produced. The roots of this procedure date to the PF study for the
American River (Schaefer and Barker25,26) where a multivariate approach was first utilized.
This algorithm employs findings from regional point PF analyses and precipitation data from
historical storms observed on the watershed and large storms observed in the region that have been
transposed to the watershed of interest. The algorithm has numerous components which are
discussed in the following sections. The analyses and findings for the 3,525-mi2 watershed above
Cherokee Dam on the Holston River (Figures 1 and 2) is used as a case study to provide context to
description of the stochastic storm generation algorithm.
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Figure 1 – Watershed Precipitation-Frequency Relationship and 90% Uncertainty Bounds
for the Watershed above Cherokee Dam on the Holston River Tennessee
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2.0 FRAMEWORK FOR STOCHASTIC STORM GENERATION FOR A WATERSHED

Precipitation-frequency analyses for both point precipitation and watershed precipitation are based
on assembling datasets of annual maxima. The stochastic storm generation algorithm is therefore
based on the use of annual maxima datasets, specifically the findings of regional PF analyses for
point (station) precipitation annual maxima (MGS et al18) for development of watershed PF
relationships. In particular, the stochastic storm generation algorithm was constructed to emulate
synoptic scale storm events and storm characteristics which produce watershed precipitation annual
maxima.

2.1 Synoptic Scale Watershed Precipitation

The basic concepts in the stochastic storm generation algorithm can best be described by
considering the characteristics of synoptic scale precipitation that produce watershed precipitation
annual maxima.
Consider the Cherokee watershed of 3,525-mi2 located on the Holston River in the Tennessee Valley.
Numerous synoptic scale Mid-Latitude Cyclones (MLCs) occur in a given year which affect the
watershed where precipitation is measured at stations located in that watershed (Figure 2). One of
these storms will produce the watershed 48-hour annual maxima, which is the largest 48-hour arealaverage precipitation on the watershed in a given year. This storm may, or may not, produce the 48hour annual maxima at each of the stations in the network of stations (Figure 2). In particular, it is
common that a given storm produces the annual maxima at several stations but not all stations. This
behavior requires that multiple storms be stochastically generated each sample year from which the
areal-average watershed annual maxima is determined along with the annual maxima at each of the
stations in the station network.

Figure 2 – Network of Six Precipitation Stations Used for Watershed above Cherokee Dam
on the Holston River
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2.2 Major Components of Stochastic Storm Generation Algorithm

The stochastic storm generation algorithm is constructed to emulate the natural processes for the
occurrence of multiple synoptic scale storm events in a year that affect a given watershed. The
stochastic storm generation approach has the following components which are described in greater
detail in later sections of this TM.
•

A key station, centrally located in the watershed, is selected along with a network of stations
located throughout the watershed of interest;

•

The storm spatial correlation structure for the synoptic scale storm type of interest (MLC or
TSR) is determined from cross-correlation analyses of point precipitation from historical storms
for the network of stations;

•

A point-to-area relationship, similar in form to a Thiessen polygon approach, is developed for
estimating areal-average 48-hour watershed precipitation using 48-hour point precipitation for
the network of stations and findings of spatial storm analyses of historical storms
(MetStorm17);

•

The key station is used to stochastically generate 48-hour precipitation for multiple storms
each sample year based on the findings of the regional point PF analyses for the storm type of
interest (MLC or TSR);

•

Concurrent 48-hour point precipitation is stochastically generated at each of the stations in the
station network using correlation relationships with point precipitation at the key station and
the storm spatial correlation developed from historical storms;

•

The areal-average 48-hour watershed precipitation is estimated for each storm in a sample
year based on the point precipitation at each of the stations in the network and the point-toarea relationship described above;

•

The watershed annual maximum is selected as the largest areal-average 48-hour watershed
precipitation amongst the storms generated for the given sample year;

•

The collection of storms in a given sample year is examined to determine the 48-hour point
precipitation annual maxima for each of the stations in the network of stations;

•

The watershed PF relationship is derived from the dataset of watershed annual maxima
produced by the stochastic storm generation process; and

•

A point PF relationship is computed from the dataset of annual maxima for each of the stations
in the station network. The stochastically generated point PF relationship for each station is
compared with the point PF relationship for that station obtained from the regional PF
analysis. The similarity of this comparison is used as one measure to validate the success of the
stochastic storm generation algorithm in developing the watershed PF relationship.

2.3 Station Network Example for Cherokee Watershed

As noted above, a network of precipitation stations, located within or very near the watershed of
interest, are used for describing the spatial distribution of precipitation within the watershed. Figure 2
depicts the network of six stations used for the watershed above Cherokee Dam on the Holston River.
The station at Abingdon 3S, VA was selected as the key station and is used along with substations
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arrayed about the watershed for describing the spatial distribution of precipitation and for developing
a relationship between point precipitation and areal-average precipitation for the watershed. The
term substation is used here to distinguish stations in the network other than the key station.
The number of stations required in the network is dependent upon the size of the watershed and
may be viewed in the conventional context of a Thiessen polygon network. Parsimony suggests
limiting the stations to the number of stations that are adequate for producing reliable point-to-area
predictor relationships (Section 5). Experience to-date indicates that two to four stations are usually
adequate for watersheds up to 1,000-mi2, six stations for several thousand square miles and eight to
ten stations for watersheds of about 8,000-mi2. The same network of precipitation stations is used in
the stochastic storm generation process for generation of point precipitation and computation of
areal-average precipitation for the watershed.

2.4 Data Sources

A variety of precipitation data are required for use in conducting precipitation analyses which include:
•

Precipitation annual maxima data series for each station in the study area domain for the
storm type of interest for the key duration (48-hours for Cherokee watershed)

•

A network of precipitation stations located within and/or very near the watershed of interest
that are sufficient in number and spacing to be representative of the spatial distribution of
synoptic scale precipitation on the watershed

•

Concurrent precipitation for the key duration for each station in the station network for each
historical storm that occurred on the watershed or was transposed to the watershed of interest

2.5 Supporting Analyses – Prior Studies

Findings from several point and spatial precipitation analyses for the storm type of interest are
needed to support the methods used for stochastic storm generation. The findings from these
analyses are typically produced as separate products before analyses are conducted that specifically
support the stochastic storm generation algorithm. This includes:
1. Findings from regional point precipitation-frequency analyses (Hosking and Wallis12,
Schaefer25,27,28,29, MGS et al18, L-RAP14) that includes spatial mapping of the at-site means,
regional L-Cv, regional L-Skewness and identification of the regional probability distribution
2. Point PF relationship for precipitation annual maxima series (AMS) data for the key duration at
the key station and point PF relationships for all other stations in the station network
3. Point PF relationship for precipitation for the key duration at the key station based on a peaksover-threshold (POT) analysis for data from storms that occur many times in a given year
4. Findings of spatial storm analyses (MetStorm17) for areal-average watershed precipitation for
the key duration resulting from storms that occurred on the watershed
5. Results from spatial storm analyses (MetStorm17) for areal-average watershed precipitation for
the key duration resulting from major storms that have occurred in the climatic region where
the watershed is located and have been transposed to the watershed of interest
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2.6 Supporting Analyses – Stochastic Storm Generation Algorithm

A number of analyses are needed to specifically support the stochastic storm generation algorithm.
1. Probability-plot of historical watershed-average precipitation annual maxima for the key
duration based on findings of spatial analyses of historical storms
2. Predictor equations for watershed-average precipitation developed using both linear multiple
regression and a Thiessen polygon approach for precipitation for the key duration for stations
in the station network
3. Cross-correlation analyses for all station pairings in the precipitation network for precipitation
at the key duration and for transformed precipitation data (Tukey32, Box and Cox2) to describe
the spatial correlation structure of synoptic scale storms

2.7 Stochastic Storm Generation Methods

Several probabilistic concepts and Monte Carlo sampling methods are used in the development of a
watershed PF relationship and uncertainty bounds using the stochastic storm generation approach.
These include:
•

Application of the Total Probability Theorem (Benjamin and Cornell1, Kuczera and Nathan et
al19) using precipitation at the key duration (48-hours) from the key station as the
independent variable

•

Stratified sampling of precipitation annual maxima series data (AMS) for the key duration for
the key station

•

Generation of multiple storms per year with precipitation for the key duration less than the
annual maxima at the key station using standard Monte Carlo methods and the point PF
relationship from the POT analysis

•

Lane’s multivariate spatial disaggregation method (Salas et al22) for stochastic generation of
point precipitation for the key duration at all stations which preserves all cross-correlation
relationships between stations in the station network

•

Latin-hypercube sampling (McKay et al16) of L-moment parameters for the key station to
account for epistemic uncertainties in the at-site mean, regional L-Cv, regional L-Skewness
and the regional probability distribution

•

Bootstrap resampling methods (Efron4) to account for uncertainties in the cross-correlation
estimates for the station network (storm spatial correlation structure)

•

Characterization of uncertainties in alternative multiple regression and Thiessen polygon
predictor equations for areal-average watershed precipitation for the key duration

2.8 Stochastic Storm Generation Flow Chart

The sequence of tasks for stochastic storm generation are summarized in the Flow Chart depicted in
Figure 3. The inner (blue) loop is used for computing a watershed PF relationship for one plausible
scenario of inputs and probabilistic model parameters and typically involves simulation of 10,000
sample years of storms with 3 to 12 storms per sample year. The outside loop is used for computing
alternative plausible watershed PF relationships that account for epistemic uncertainties through
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different scenarios of plausible inputs and probabilistic model parameters. The outer loop typically
involves about 200 scenarios to capture the effects of uncertainties which provides for computation of
a mean watershed PF relationship and 90% uncertainty bounds. This approach typically results in
stochastic generation of about 14 million separate storms.

Utilize Probability Distributions and Algorithms
Characterizing Uncertainty in Parameters
that Contribute to Uncertainty
in Watershed Precipitation-Frequency Relationship

Monte Carlo Generation of 48-Hour Precipitation
from Point Precipitation-Frequency Relationships
for Key Station

Generate Precipitation at Sub-Stations
using Spatial Correlation Structure
Developed from MetStorm Analyses

Multiple Storms
per Year

Compute Watershed 48-Hour Precipitation
using Point-to-Area Relationships
Linear Multiple-Regression and Thiessen Polygon

Use Total Probability Approach (Kuczera & Nathan)
to develop
Watershed Precipitation-Frequency Relationship

Monte Carlo Framework
for Capturing
Uncertainty in
Precipitation Behavior
(Epistemic Uncertainty)
Many Simulations

Compute Mean Frequency Curve (Best-Estimate)
and Uncertainty Bounds for
Watershed Precipitation-Frequency Relationship

Figure 3 – Flowchart for Development of a Mean 48-Hour Watershed Precipitation-Frequency
Relationship and Uncertainty Bounds for Synoptic Scale Mid-Latitude Cyclone
and Tropical Storm Remnant Storm Types
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3.0 POINT PRECIPITATION-FREQUENCY RELATIONSHIPS FOR THE KEY STATION

48-HOUR PRECIPITATION (in)

As discussed previously, the key station should be centrally located in the watershed to provide a
good indicator of synoptic scale precipitation that likely extends over most, or all, of the watershed.
Figure 4 depicts the 48-hour point PF relationship for the Abingdon 3S key station based on regional
PF analyses conducted for the Tennessee Valley Study Area (MGS et al18). Figure 5 depicts the at-site
Peaks-Over-Threshold solution for the Abingdon 3S station where a threshold of 0.45-inches was
used which corresponds to a storm magnitude that is exceeded about 15 times per year. The point PF
relationship in Figure 3 is used for generation of precipitation annual maxima at the key station. The
POT PF relationship in Figure 5 is used for generation of multiple storms per sample year at the key
station which are smaller in magnitude than the precipitation annual maxima generated from the
point PF relationship shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 – Point Precipitation-Frequency Relationship for 48-Hour Precipitation Annual Maxima
for Abingdon 3S Precipitation Station
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Figure 5 – Point Precipitation-Frequency Relationship for 48-Hour Precipitation Maxima
Exceeding 0.45-Inches for Abingdon 3S Precipitation Station
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4.0 SPATIAL ANALYSES OF WATERSHED-AVERAGE PRECIPITATION

Spatial storm analyses (MetStorm17) are conducted for historical storms that occurred on the
watershed to develop an annual maxima series dataset for 48-hour precipitation. The findings of this
analysis are used to calibrate the outputs from the stochastic storm generation algorithm to
reasonably replicate the watershed PF behavior of historical storms. Figure 6 depicts a probability-plot
of 48-hour watershed-average precipitation annual maxima for the watershed above Cherokee Dam.
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Figure 6 – Probability-Plot of 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation Annual Maxima
for the Watershed above Cherokee Dam

5.0 PREDICTOR EQUATIONS FOR WATERSHED-AVERAGE PRECIPITATION

Two predictor equations are developed for estimation of watershed-average precipitation using the
findings of spatial storm analyses (MetStorm17). The analyses are conducted for historical storms
that occurred on the watershed and major storms that occurred within the study area and are
transposed to the watershed of interest. Two predictor equations are developed to provide for the
ability to characterize uncertainties in the point-to-area predictor equations.
The first predictor equation has the form of a Thiessen polygon approach (Figure 2) which is a linear
combination of point precipitation for stations in the network (Equation1). This yields a weightedaverage estimate of watershed-average precipitation (Pw) where the weights reflect the areal
contribution for the precipitation at each station. These weights are adjusted to account for spatial
differences in areal-weighted at-site means for the various polygons relative to the station at-site
mean for a given polygon.
The second predictor equation is obtained from multiple linear regression which has the same
mathematical form as the Thiessen polygon predictor (Equation 1) and where ε is the error term
which accounts for the unexplained variance in the prediction. The error term is expressed as a
standardized residual relative to the predicted value to produce homoscedasticity across the range
of precipitation magnitudes. The error term is modeled by a 3-parameter Gamma distribution which
provides for the ability to model the Normal distribution and distributions with minor skewness.
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Equation 1 has the form:
Pw = θ + w1P1 +w2P2 + . . . . + wnPn +

ε

(1)

where: Pw is the 48-hour watershed-average precipitation; θ is a bias correction for the Thiessen
approach and the intercept term for multiple regression; wi are weights for the Thiessen
approach and regression coefficients; P1 . . . Pn, are concurrent precipitation at stations
within the station network; and ε is the error term which accounts for the unexplained
variance and is expressed as a standardized residual relative to the predicted value.
Figure 7 depicts the regression relationship for 48-hour watershed-average precipitation using a
single station, the key station, for the Cherokee watershed. This example shows the relatively high
predictive power of a single station centrally located in the watershed, which is the primary criterion
for selection of the key station.
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Figure 7 – Linear Regression of 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation for Cherokee Watershed
using 48-Hour Precipitation at the Key Station at Abingdon 3S Virginia

Figures 8a and 8b depict comparisons of observed 48-hour watershed-average precipitation for the
Cherokee watershed with predicted values using a network of six stations (Figure 2). The very high
R-squared measures reflect the excellent explanatory power that has been found in this form of the
predictor equation for synoptic scale MLC and TSR storm types.
Table 1 lists comparison of Thiessen weights and regression coefficients for the six stations in the
station network for the Cherokee watershed. A review of Table 1 values shows similarity of the
magnitude of Thiessen weights and regression coefficients and the low levels of the relative
standard error of measure. The predictive power of this form of the point-to-area predictors
results in relatively low levels of uncertainty (Figure 17) for this component of the stochastic storm
generation process.
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Figure 8a – Comparison of 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation from Spatial Storm Analyses
with Predicted 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation
using a 6-Station Thiessen Polygon Approach for the Cherokee Watershed
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Figure 8b – Comparison of 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation from Spatial Storm Analyses
with Predicted 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation
using a 6-Station Multiple Linear Regression Approach for the Cherokee Watershed
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Table 1 – Comparison of Thiessen Weights and Multiple Regression Coefficients for Cherokee Watershed
Thiessen Polygon

Multiple
Linear Regression

Bias Correction (θ)

-0.0600

-0.0037

Abingdon 3S, VA

0.2061

0.2321

Marion, VA

0.1810

0.1693

Reese, TN

0.1380

0.1851

Elizabethton, TN

0.1892

0.0905

Kingsport, TN

0.1486

0.1213

Rogersville, TN

0.1775

0.2131

5.0%

4.4%

Measure or Station

Relative Standard Error (ε)

6.0 SPATIAL CORRELATION STRUCTURE

Cross-correlation information is needed to preserve the spatial correlation structure for
precipitation throughout the watershed. In the stochastic storm generation process, point
precipitation at the key station is generated first and then point precipitation at the substations in
the station network are stochastically generated based on correlation with precipitation at the key
station and using the spatial cross-correlation structure amongst all stations.
This is accomplished using a form of the multi-variate spatial disaggregation algorithm that was
developed by Lane for use in time series modeling and described in Salas et al22. This approach
typically requires transformation of precipitation using the Ladder of Powers approach (Tukey32) or
by a Box-Cox2 transform to yield homoscedasticity and residuals (error term) that are near to being
Normally distributed. A square root transform has been found to be suitable for the synoptic scale
MLC storm type (Figure 9a). It should be noted that the 48-hour precipitation for each station and
the 48-hour precipitation maxima for the watershed have the same starting and ending time
(concurrent timing of precipitation).
Figures 9a and 9b depict examples of cross-correlation for the key station and other stations in the
network for the Cherokee watershed after the 48-hour concurrent precipitation have received a
square root transform. The general spatial behavior is for cross-correlation coefficients to decay
(reduce) with distance between stations. There may also be preferential correlation in some
directions geographically as orientation of fronts and storm movement tend to have common
patterns in a given region. Cross-correlation is also enhanced in mountainous terrain due to the
orographically induced precipitation.
The Lane disaggregation procedure utilizes correlation relationships between the key station at
Abingdon 3S and substations (correlation coefficients highlighted yellow in Table 2) and crosscorrelation between standardized residuals at the substations (highlighted blue in Table 3). The
standardized residuals for cross-correlation between substations are computed by division of the
residuals from the key station and substation correlation relationship by the standard deviation for
the substation. The standardized residuals for cross-correlation between substations in the spatial
correlation structure are modeled using the 3-parameter Gamma distribution, typically with zero
skewness (Normally distribution) or with minor skewness.
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Figure 9a – Correlation of 48-Hour Precipitation at Marion Virginia with 48-Hour Precipitation
at the Key Station at Abingdon 3S Virginia (Square Root Transform)
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Figure 9b – Correlation of 48-Hour Precipitation at Reese Tennessee with 48-Hour Precipitation
at the Key Station at Abingdon 3S Virginia (Square Root Transform)

The stochastic generation of point precipitation at the substations using the Lane procedure can be
viewed as incorporating two elements; correlation of substations with the key station and crosscorrelation between the sub-stations. The Lane spatial disaggregation procedure involves multivariate matrix computations for multiple substations but the procedure can be initially viewed from
the perspective of a two-station network. First, the correlation relationship between each substation
and the key station is preserved which is expressed by the first two terms in Equation 2a. Second, the
cross-correlation between substations is preserved in a clever formulation through correlation of the
standardized residuals which involves matrix computations to account for the spatial cross-correlation
structure and random variates to account for aleatoric uncertainty as indicated by the third term in
Equation 2a.
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As described above, the first two terms in Equation 2a account for the correlation between the key
station and substation (dependency) and the third term accounts for the unexplained variance
(random element). For the case of a two-station network such as shown in Figure 9b, a stochastic
generation formula would have the form:

PTReese = α +β *PTAbingdon3S + SQRT(1-ρ2)*σReese* G(0,1,γ)

(2a)

where: PTReese is the square root transformed point precipitation at the Reese substation; α is the
intercept parameter; β is the slope parameter; PTAbingdon3S is the square root transformed point
precipitation at the key station; ρ is the correlation coefficient; σReese is the standard deviation
of the square root transformed point precipitation at the Reese substation; and G(0,1,γ) is a
random variate drawn from the 3-parameter Gamma distribution with a mean of zero,
standard deviation of unity, and a coefficient of skewness γ.
Numerous simulations from Equation 2a will yield a scatter-plot similar to that seen in Figure 9b that
will preserve both the dependent portion of the relationship (red line) and the scatter about that
relationship. Point precipitation at the Reese substation (PReese) is then computed by reversing the
square root transform as:

PReese = PTReese2

(2b)

Expanding the Lane procedure to stochastic generation of point precipitation at multiple substations
(Psub) involves matrix computations to determine the D matrix which is the solution to:

[D][D]T = [Rcc]

(3a)

where: [D] is a lower triangular matrix solution for matrix [Rcc]; and [Rcc] is a lower triangular matrix
of cross-correlation coefficients for substation standardized residuals (Table 3).
The matrix computation of substation precipitation (Psub) is computed from the transformed PTsub
which is expressed as:

[PTsub] = [α] + [β] PTk + [D][G]

(3b)

Psubi = PTsubi 2

(3c)

where: PTsub is a column matrix of square root transformed point precipitation at the substations;
α is a column matrix of intercept parameters for the substations; β is a column matrix of slope
parameters for the substations; PTk is the square root transformed point precipitation at the
key station; [D] is a lower triangular matrix from Equation 3a; [G] is a column matrix of random
variates drawn from the 3-parameter Gamma distribution G(0,1,γ) with a coefficient of
skewness γ; and Psubi is the point precipitation at a specific substation.
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The benefit of the Lane spatial disaggregation approach is to preserve the spatial correlation
structure for precipitation by preserving the cross-correlation between precipitation at all stations in
the network as indicated by the correlation coefficients shown in red in Table 2. This is
accomplished by preserving the cross-correlation relationships of the standardized residuals in the
lower triangular cross-correlation matrix which are highlighted in blue in Table 3.
Table 2 – Cross-Correlation Matrix of Square Root Transformed 48-Hour Precipitation
for Stations within Six Station Network for Cherokee Watershed

Cross-Correlation Matrix for 48-Hour Precipitation for Six Station Network for Cherokee Watershed
SQRT Transformed

Abingdon 3S

Marion

Reese

Elizabethton

Kingsport

Abingdon 3S VA

1.0000

Marion VA

0.8751

1.0000

Reese TN

0.7493

0.7876

1.0000

Elizabethton TN

0.7636

0.7757

0.8101

1.0000

Kingsport TN

0.7126

0.6517

0.5289

0.7282

1.0000

Rogersville TN

0.6730

0.6160

0.4525

0.6166

0.8274

Rogersville

1.0000

Table 3 – Cross-Correlation Matrix for Standardized Residuals from Correlation Relationships for
Stations within Six Station Network for Cherokee Watershed
Cross-Correlation Matrix for Standardized Residuals for Six Station Network for Cherokee Watershed
Abingdon 3S

Marion

Reese TN

Elizabethton

Kingsport

Abingdon 3S VA

n/a

Marion VA

n/a

1.0000

Reese TN

n/a

0.4116

1.0000

Elizabethton TN

n/a

0.3437

0.5563

1.0000

Kingsport TN

n/a

0.0827

-0.0109

0.4063

1.0000

Rogersville TN

n/a

0.0755

-0.1058

0.2150

0.6703

Rogersville

1.0000

7.0 MULTIPLE STORMS PER YEAR

The stochastic storm generation algorithm simulates many synoptic scale storms per sample year to
emulate the natural processes. The truncated Poisson distribution is used to select the number of
storms to be generated in each sample year. The conventional Poisson distribution has a lower
bound of zero and the truncated Poisson distribution has a lower bound of one which assures at
least one storm per year during the simulations. An analysis of historical storms in the Holston River
system yielded a mean value of 6 storms per year. Figure 10 depicts the truncated Poisson
distribution with a mean value of 6 storms per year which shows a range of from 1 storm to about
13 storms per year.
Watershed-average precipitation is computed from the point precipitation stochastically generated
for the key station and substations for each storm and the point-to-area predictor (Section 5). The
watershed annual maximum is then determined as the largest watershed-average precipitation
from the collection of storms generated in a given sample year. Annual maxima at the substations
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are determined from the maximum point precipitation from multiple storms stochastically
generated at each substation in a given sample year.

Number of Storms Per Year
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Figure 10 – Probability Distribution for the Truncated Poisson Distribution Applicable
to the Cherokee Watershed with a Mean Value of Six Storms per Year

8.0 TOTAL PROBABILITY THEOREM

The Total Probability Theorem (Equation 4) is used to compute annual exceedance probabilities
for specific magnitudes of watershed-average precipitation (Benjamin and Cornell1). The law of
total probability states that given n mutually exclusive events A1 through An whose probabilities
sum to unity, then:
P(B) = P(B|A1) P(A1) + P(B|A2) P(A2) + . . . . . . + P(B|An) P(An)

(4)

where: B is the event of interest and P(B|Ai) is the conditional probability of B given Ai.
In this application, the 48-hour point precipitation at the key station is represented by the variable A
and the 48-hour watershed-average precipitation is represented by the variable B. For the case of
stochastic storm generation, the 48-hour precipitation at the key station is the dominant variable
with regard to explanatory power as seen by the high coefficient of determination (R2) value in
Figure 7. The Total Probability procedure used here is to divide the range of precipitation
magnitudes at the key station into intervals (bins) using the Extreme Value Type 1 variate (x-axis) for
creation of the bins (Figure 11). Note the bins have equal intervals based on the Extreme Value Type
1 variate, but are not equal intervals in terms of precipitation nor incremental probabilities.
The law of total probability for a continuous probability distribution for watershed-average
precipitation (Kuczera and Nathan et al19) can be expressed as:
𝑝𝑝(𝑄𝑄 > 𝑞𝑞) = ∑𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑝𝑝 (𝑄𝑄 > 𝑞𝑞 |𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 ) 𝑝𝑝[𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 ]

(5)

where: p (Q > q) is the probability of watershed-average precipitation (Q) being greater than a
specified magnitude (q) and summed over all precipitation bins (i to m); p[Ri] is the
probability of precipitation (R) being within a specific precipitation bin i; and p(Q > q)|Ri is
the conditional probability of Q > q given the precipitation magnitude being within
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precipitation bin i, which can be estimated as the number of exceedances of q divided by
the number of simulations within a precipitation bin.
The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for watershed-average precipitation can be
determined by computing exceedance probabilities (p(Q > q) for a series of q values (Figure 12)
over the range of magnitudes of watershed-average precipitation (Q) using Equation 5.
The Total Probability Theorem is also used to compute the point PF relationship for each of the
substations. In this application, the precipitation annual maxima for each substation is determined
from the multiple storms that are generated each sample year. The point PF values at a given
substation are represented by variable B in Equation 4 and by Q,q in Equation 5.
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Figure 11 – Division of 48-Hour Precipitation at Key Station into Sampling Intervals (Bins)
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Figure 12 – Cumulative Distribution Function for 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation
Defined for Selected Values of 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation

9.0 CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION
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Procedures are available for calibration and validation of the watershed-average PF relationship
produced by the stochastic storm generation procedure (Flowchart Figure 3).

9.1 Calibration of Watershed-Average Precipitation-Frequency Relationship

The watershed-average PF relationship produced by the stochastic storm generation procedure can
be calibrated to the historical watershed-average PF relationship by adjustment of the bias
correction term (θ ) in Equation 1. Experience indicates that only minor adjustments are usually
needed to merge the stochastically generated watershed PF relationship with the historical
watershed PF relationship. Figure 13 depicts an example of this type of calibration for the Cherokee
watershed where a minor adjustment of θ = -0.11-inch was added to the stochastically generated
watershed PF relationship to match the historical data for the Cherokee watershed.
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Figure 13 – Depiction of Stochastically Generated 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation Relationship
Match to Historical 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation Relationship for Cherokee Watershed

Minor adjustments can also be made to the stochastically generated values of point precipitation at
the substations. The intercept parameter in the correlation relationships (α Equation 3b) can be
adjusted to preserve the at-site mean at a substation, where only very minor adjustments are
typically required to match at-site mean values. Minor adjustments can also be made to the
skewness of the standardized residuals in the spatial correlation structure (γ Equation 3a). This
adjustment affects the shape of the upper tail of the point PF relationships. Adjustments to the
substation at-site means and upper tail behavior are considered fine-tuning to better replicate the
point PF relationships at the substations that were determined through the regional PF analysis.
These adjustments to the simulation of point precipitation at substations generally result in only
minor changes to the watershed PF relationship.
Figures 14a through 14e depict comparisons of point PF relationships obtained from the stochastic
storm generation algorithm with regional point PF analyses for the five substations in the Cherokee
station network. The point PF relationship for the Abingdon 3S key station (Figure 4) exactly matches
the point PF relationship from the regional PF analyses because it was used directly in the stochastic
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storm generation algorithm. A review of Figures 14a through 14e generally shows strong similarity in
point PF relationships and demonstrates the capability of the stochastic storm generation algorithm to
generate both point PF relationships and the resultant watershed-average PF relationship for the MidLatitude Cyclone and Tropical Storm remnant storm type.
It is important to note that this high level of replication was produced using the regional point PF
relationship at the key station and the spatial correlation structure observed in historical storms.
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Figure 14a – Comparison of Stochastically Generated Point Precipitation at the Marion VA Substation
as Compared to the Point PF Relationship Obtained from the Regional Point PF Analysis
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Figure 14b – Comparison of Stochastically Generated Point Precipitation at the Reese TN Substation
as Compared to the Point PF Relationship Obtained from the Regional Point PF Analysis
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Figure 14c – Comparison of Stochastically Generated Point Precipitation at the Elizabethton TN Substation
as Compared to the Point PF Relationship Obtained from the Regional Point PF Analysis
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Figure 14d – Comparison of Stochastically Generated Point Precipitation at the Kingsport TN Substation
as Compared to the Point PF Relationship Obtained from the Regional Point PF Analysis
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Figure 14e – Comparison of Stochastically Generated Point Precipitation at the Rogersville TN Substation
as Compared to the Point PF Relationship Obtained from the Regional Point PF Analysis
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9.2 Validation of Watershed Precipitation-Frequency Relationship

Suitability of the watershed PF relationship is validated by several measures and considerations
including:
•

Point PF relationship at the Key Station is preserved (Figure 4)

•

Spatial correlation structure is preserved for network of stations for both historical storms
observed on the watershed and the largest storms observed in the region transposed to the
watershed of interest (Table 2)

•

Point-to-Area relationships (Multiple Regression and Thiessen) have very high explanatory
power supporting computation of watershed-average precipitation (Figures 8a and 8b)

•

Stochastically generated watershed PF relationship is calibrated to historical watershed-average
annual maxima as represented by the historical watershed PF relationship (Figure 13)

•

Stochastic generation of multiple storms per year results in point PF relationships at
substations in the station network that reasonably replicate the point PF relationships
determined from the regional PF analysis (Figures 14a - 14e)

10.0 UNCERTAINTY CONSIDERATIONS

The ability to characterize uncertainties is a major component of the algorithm for stochastic storm
generation of a watershed PF relationship. Aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties are inherent to all
aspects of the natural processes of synoptic scale MLC and TSR precipitation and the algorithm
created to simulate the natural processes. The aleatoric uncertainties are addressed in the
simulation procedures in the inner (blue) loop of the Flow Chart shown in Figure 3 and epistemic
uncertainties are addressed in the outer loop of the Flow Chart. Epistemic uncertainties for each of
the components of the algorithm are discussed in the following sections.

10.1 Uncertainties in Key Station Precipitation-Frequency Relationship

The point PF relationship at the key station is a primary driver for stochastic storm generation. There
are four epistemic uncertainties that are addressed as part of the algorithm that include: the key
station at-site mean; regional L-Cv and L-Skewness and the regional probability distribution.
Key Station At-Site Mean – Epistemic uncertainty in the at-site mean at the key station is modeled
by a Normally distributed random variable with mean zero and a standard deviation based on the
record length at the key station and regional information from the relative standard error of
spatially mapped at-site means. This typically represents about a 4-5% standard error relative to
the at-site mean. This information is obtained from the relative standard error computed in spatial
mapping of at-site means for the project study area.
Regional L-Cv and Regional L-Skewness – Sampling properties of L-Moment ratios are near Normally
distributed (Hosking and Wallis12). Epistemic uncertainties in the regional values of L-Cv and
L-Skewness are based on the relative standard error of regional solutions for L-Cv and L-Skewness
that are used in spatial mapping (MGS et al18). A Normally distributed random variable with mean
zero and a standard deviation equal to the relative standard error are used in stochastic simulations.
Relative standard errors are commonly on the order of 2% and 6% for regional L-Cv and L-Skewness,
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respectively, when very large regional datasets of precipitation annual maxima and storm typing are
employed.
Regional Probability Distribution – The choice of the 4-parameter Kappa distribution (Hosking11,
Hosking and Walllis12) provides the capability to emulate alternative probability distributions near
the chosen 3-parameter regional probability distribution. Specifically, the second shape parameter
(h, of the Kappa distribution (Equation 6) can be treated as a fixed value which yields a 3-parameter
distribution. In this context, the Generalized Logistic (GL), Generalized Extreme Value (GEV), Gaucho
and Generalized Pareto (GP) are seen as special cases of the 4-parameter Kappa distribution where
the second shape parameter has values of -1, 0, +0.5 and +1, respectively. An L-Moment ratio
diagram is depicted in Figure 15 which shows the regional L-Moment Ratio pairings for 38
homogeneous regions for the MLC storm type and the regional probability distribution being very
near the GEV, as indicated by the centroid of the data.
The quantile function for the 4-parameter Kappa distribution is:




α 
1− F
q( F ) = ξ +
 1− 
κ 
 h




h

κ










(6)

where: ξ, α, κ, and h are location, scale and two shape parameters respectively.
In practice, the 4-parameter Kappa distribution is selected as the regional probability distribution
and the second shape parameter (h) is determined in increments of 0.05, which effectively yields a
3-parameter distribution. There is mathematical reasoning (Gumbel6) to support the case that the
GEV is approached asymptotically based on the mathematical form of the probability distribution
that describes the precipitation magnitudes generated by a specific meteorological process and the
number of storms generated in a given year from which the annual maxima is selected. This
consideration supports the choice of a regional probability distribution that is near, but not yet
asymptotic to, the GEV.
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Figure 15 – L-Moment Ratio Diagram Showing L-Skewness and L-Kurtosis Pairings
for 38 Homogeneous Regions for the Mid-Latitude Cyclone Storm Type

Epistemic uncertainty about the chosen 3-parameter regional probability distribution is modeled by
preserving the functional relationship between L-Moment ratios for L-Skewness and L-Kurtosis for
the fixed value of the second shape parameter while allowing for uncertainty (variability) in both
L-Skewness and L-Kurtosis. This can be viewed as having a L-Moment ratio curve near and parallel to
one of the 3-parameter distributions shown in Figure 15, such as the GEV. Uncertainty about
L-Skewness is described in the prior section and uncertainty in L-Kurtosis is characterized by a
Normally distributed random variable. An Equivalent Independent Record Length (EIRL) measure
(MGS et al18) is used in estimating the standard deviation for L-Kurtosis where epistemic
uncertainties in L-Kurtosis are similar in magnitude to that for L-Skewness.

10.2 Uncertainties in Point-to-Area Predictors of Watershed-Average Precipitation

Two predictors of watershed-average precipitation are developed to provide for characterization of
uncertainty in the point-to-area estimation of watershed-average precipitation. These include the
linear multiple regression and Thiessen Polygon approaches described previously. Epistemic
uncertainty is characterized by using a weighted-average of the two predictions (Equation 7) where
the mean value of the weights is based on the unexplained variance for each predictor (Kuczera13).
The standard deviation of the weights is set wide to allow a wide range of weightings and modeled
using the 4-parameter Beta distribution (Benjamin and Cornell1). For the case of the Cherokee
watershed, the mean weights are 0.53, 0.47 for the multiple regression and Thiessen polygon
approaches respectively, and epistemic uncertainty weightings vary from fully multiple regression
(wmr =1.00) to fully Thiessen Polygon (Figure 16).
(7)

Pw = wmr*PWmr + wtpPWtp

where: Pw is the watershed-average precipitation; wmr is the weight for the multiple linear
regression estimate of watershed-average precipitation PWmr; wtp is the weight for the
Thiessen Polygon estimate of watershed-average precipitation PWtp; and weights wmr and
wtp sum to unity.
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Figure 16 – Characterization of Uncertainty in Weighting Factor for Multiple Linear Regression Predictor
of Watershed-Average Precipitation

10.3 Uncertainties in the Spatial Correlation Structure

Epistemic uncertainty in the spatial correlation structure is modeled using a bootstrap resampling
procedure. This is accomplished by stochastically generating a sample set of point precipitation
values for the substations using the spatial correlation structure determined from the historical
storms on the watershed and the large storms in the region that were transposed to the watershed.
The aleatoric uncertainty which arises from the standardized residuals term in Equation 3a results in
alternative solutions of the spatial correlation structure. These alternative solutions for the spatial
correlation structure are used to emulate the epistemic uncertainty in the spatial correlation
structure.

10.4 Relative Contributions of Components to the Total Uncertainty

A separate set of stochastic storm simulations are conducted to identify the relative contribution of
each component to the total uncertainty. This analysis is conducted by first computing the total
uncertainty variance where Latin hypercube sampling allows all components to vary through their
respective ranges of uncertainty. Subsequent analyses are then conducted wherein the value of one
component of the stochastic storm generation algorithm is fixed at its mean value and the resultant
uncertainty variance is compared to the simulations where uncertainties are considered for all
components. Figure 17 shows a stacked histogram where the relative contribution of uncertainty for
each component for the Cherokee watershed is depicted. The square root of the uncertainty
variance on the ordinate of Figure 17 corresponds to the standard deviation for the width of
uncertainty bounds shown in Figure 18.
It is important to note that the relative contribution of uncertainty varies with the annual
exceedance probability of watershed precipitation. In particular, the uncertainty in L-Skewness and
the identification of the regional probability distribution are the primary contributors to uncertainty
for extreme precipitation. These two components have the greatest influence on the shape of the
upper tail of the watershed PF relationship.
Further reduction in epistemic uncertainty for L-Skewness and the regional probability distribution is
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possible in the future. The use of storm typing and large regional studies have the potential to
provide an increased understanding in the range of L-Skewness values and identification of the
regional probability distribution and associated probabilistic behavior for synoptic scale storm
processes.
Figure 19 depicts the watershed point PF relationship for areal-average values of the at-site mean
for the watershed, and regional L-Cv and regional L-Skewness for the Cherokee watershed. The
watershed point PF relationship has a common level of annual exceedance probability at all
locations throughout the watershed for a given value of 48-hour precipitation. The difference
between the watershed point PF relationship and the areal-average watershed PF relationship can
be viewed in the context of an Areal Reduction Factor (ARF). It should be noted the ARFs for PF
relationships are not fixed values but vary with annual exceedance probability. Smaller areal
reduction occurs for common storm events and larger areal reduction occurs for extreme storm
events.
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Figure 17 – Stacked Histogram Showing Relative Contribution of Various Sources of Uncertainty
to the Total Uncertainty in the Watershed Precipitation-Frequency Relationship
for the Cherokee Watershed TN
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Figure 18 – Watershed Precipitation-Frequency Relationship and 90% Uncertainty Bounds
for the Cherokee Watershed on the Holston River TN
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Figure 19 – Comparison of 48-Hour Watershed Point Precipitation-Frequency Relationship
and 48-Hour Watershed-Average Precipitation-Frequency Relationship
for the Cherokee Watershed on the Holston River TN
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